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THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE: CASE STUDY OF UNIVERSITY OF MALANG, INDONESIA

Abstract

The present study puts forward a model that examines variables of human resources management practices, organizational culture, knowledge management and organizational performance. By this model, it intends to explore the effects of human resources management practices and organizational culture on organizational performance. Particularly, it intends to find out their relationship with knowledge management as a mediator. The research applies SmartPLS for data analysis, with 163 respondents by means of saturation sampling technique. The results display several facts. First, both HRD practices and organizational culture have significant effects on knowledge management. Second, while knowledge management and organizational culture have a significant effect on organizational performance, HRD practices do not significantly affect organizational performance. It makes knowledge management only serve a partial mediation between human resources management practices and organizational performance, and serve a full mediation between organizational culture and organizational performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Organizational performance has been a prerequisite for any university to nuance their excellence. One important component of performance is quality. To make sure the achievement of quality standards among universities, Indonesian government has formed an office with a specialized task of assuring quality of universities. This office was named as National Accreditation Agency for Higher Education (BAN-PT), which issues accreditation for each university reflecting quality, performance and eligibility to provide higher educational service to public.

Knowledge management has been found as a key buzzword for heightened organizational performance, though several researches prove otherwise. It is especially so for universities that operate in knowledge and science sector. Qualified knowledge management might reflect the quality of human resources and resulting quality of the products, that is the graduates. This quality is evident through the number of their journal writings, scientific products and the labor market absorption of the graduates.
HRD practices are one major determinant of knowledge management. They include the recruitment and development of human resources that can be exploited for organizational purposes, including organizational performance through knowledge management. The right HRD practices for example buffer information and knowledge sharing that allows for a better knowledge management. The practices range from organizational policies, methods, and systems considered as best ways to affect people’s behaviors, attitudes, and their performance for the interest of organization.

Another major determinant of knowledge management is organizational culture. Any dominant type of culture an organization adheres could support or hinder knowledge management. Some type is considered to give more support, and others less support or even hinder the efforts involved in knowledge management depending on the nature of environment and competition an organization is facing.

The present research explores university performance in terms of human resource management practices and organizational culture. Regarding human resource management practices, main key to uplift organizational performance is to make sure that lectures support organizational focus on productivity, service, and quality (Arwildayanto, 2013). Regarding organizational culture, Tseng (2010) held that for an organization to have a sound performance, it should develop culture that set the way for exchange traffic of ideas, knowledge, and experiences.

Previous research on the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance provides mixed results. Moideenkutty et al. (2011), Amin et al. (2014) and Saeed et al. (2013), among others, support the idea that human resources management practices have an effect on organizational performance, while Singh (2004), Björkman and Budhwar (2007), and Vivasres-Vergara et al. (2016) prove otherwise. Other works such as Lin and Kuo (2007), Yazhou and Jian (2012) revealed that human resources management practices have indirect effect on organizational performance.

Previous research on the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance also features mixed results. Quresh et al. (2010), Idris et al. (2015), Naranjo-Valencia et al. (especially for adhocracy and clan culture, 2016), Tseng (2010), for example, support the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance, while Naranjo-Valencia (2016) shows that hierarchy has a negative effect on performance.

The inconsistent relationship between human resource management practices and organizational performance, and that between organizational culture and organizational performance give two justifications for the research. First, its replication in the context of university. Second, the exploration of knowledge management’s role as mediator in those relationships. The results expectedly should clarify the nature of the relationships and enrich knowledge concerning knowledge management’s role in mediating the relationships, that knowledge management plays a full role in the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance, and a partial role between human resources management practices and organizational performance.

1. THEORETICAL REVIEW

1.1. Organizational performance

Performance is the outcome achieved by organization’s members (Gibson et al., 2012). According to Mahsun (2007), performance refers to extent to which a program or activity has been accomplished in order to materialize organization’s objectives, targets, and vision guided by strategic planning. Homburg et al. (1999) said that organizational performance covers effectiveness in the achievement of organization’s purposes, efficiency in producing output, and adaptation to changing environment.

For higher educational institution, performance can be measured by some tools. Some of them, among others, include balance scorecard, multi-

Today, measurement of performance for university in Indonesia follows accreditation system introduced since 1996 by National Accreditation Agency for Higher Education (BAN-PT). The recent ruling states that all higher educational institutions must have been accredited by 2013 to maintain operational license from being revoked. This ruling has made most higher educational institutions follow all accreditation rules, conditions, procedures and document this body provides. Accreditation has been introduced since 1997, and all universities should conform to its terms to maintain their image and reputation. This office makes three categories of accreditation. A category refers to quality excellence, while B category refers to good quality, and C as average that might erode universities’ reputation. All universities attempt to follow government standards in order to be eligible at least for B category. However, from existing 10,587 departments following BAN-PT’s accreditation process, 36.10% of them fall within “C” (Amir, 2010).

The institution imposes 7 performance standards all universities should conform to in order to get recognition from government and public:

1) vision, mission, purposes and achievement strategies;
2) governance, leadership, management system and quality assurance;
3) students and alumni;
4) human resources;
5) curriculum, studying system and academic atmosphere;
6) funding resources, facilities and infrastructure, and information system;
7) research, public service and cooperation.

The accreditation process involves experts who are knowledgeable on ways to evaluate management of department and university as a whole. They work collegially in a group called assessor team.

1.2. Human resources management

Dessler (2011) defines human resources management as practices and policy managers make in staff recruitment, selection, training, reward and evaluation. According to Randhawa (2007) human resource management are activities that cover planning, organizing, directing, and controlling of procurement, compensation, integration, maintenance, and employee placement to achieve organizational, individual, and social goals. Human resource management practices covering planning, recruitment and selection are commonly performed by personnel units; human resources development sectors focusing on training and career planning and development; compensation unit focusing on direct financial compensation and non-financial compensation; working unit focusing on safety and health; and social relationship (Mondy, 2010).

Human resources management according to Mathis and Jackson (2006) is a design of formal systems in an organization to ensure the exploitation of human talent in an effective and efficient manner to achieve organizational goals. Quresh et al. (2010) identify five key HRM practices, that is training and development, recruitment and selection, compensation and reward, performance evaluation, and employee participation. Quresh et al. (2010) categorize HRM practices into selection system, training, job definition, system of performance evaluation, compensation system, and system of career planning and employee participation.

Suwatno and Juni (2013) hold that human resources are related to all aspects pertaining to how people work and are managed in the organization. Human resource is a valuable asset, and it would function best when developed and driven by right and consistent policy that engenders commitment, allowing for employees’ willingness and thus flexibility to adapt to organization’s interests. The policy includes ways to develop human resources, to relate human resources to organizational social responsibility, knowledge management, organi-
zational development, performance management, learning and development, balance management, employee relationship, employee welfare, health and safety, and human resource supply.

Human resources management covers policies, practices, and systems pertaining to attitudes, behaviors, and staff performance. Human resources are made up of four dimensions, that is human resource environment management, human resources recruitment and preparation, human resources evaluation and development, and compensation to human resources.

Human resources practices in Indonesian universities follow national guidance that requires lecturer to perform three obligations called Tri-Dharma. They include teaching, research, and public service. These three obligations are designed as an integrated circle, which is complementary in nature, and not mutually exclusive. The quality of lecturers is reflected from their research and resulting internationally published journals, could teach with materials from their research results including new ideas, concept, theories and findings that enrich existing literature, from which the benefits and contributions could be proven from its public service, that is its real application in the society. By this way, lecturers are not lone learners that live separately from society, and its contributions are continuously evidenced and funneled to society, both academic and common.

1.3. Organizational culture

Robbins and Timothy (2008) define organizational culture as a meaning system shared by the members that differentiate their organization from others. Schein (2004) defines organizational culture as a dynamic force in an organization spinning, developing and drawing in an interactive manner molded by prevailing attitude and behavior. According to Uha (2013), organizational culture refers to values guiding people's behavior to the achievement of organizational vision, mission and purposes. Thus, culture serves to direct human resources to the achievement of organization's vision, mission and goals. Wibowo (2011) holds that organizational culture is basic philosophy of the organization containing faith, norms, shared values that determine how to behave in organization.

Pinho et al. (2014) make four types of cultural categories:

1) clan culture, emphasizing solidarity, participation and team-work;

2) adhocracy culture, emphasizing values of entrepreneurship, creativity and adaptation capability;

3) hierarchical culture, emphasizing order and rules;

4) market culture, emphasizing competitiveness and market domination.

Adhocracy culture. It comes from the word ad hoc, referring to team-works with contemporary, specialized and dynamic duties. Adhocracy is a highly dynamic culture, with spirit of creativity and entrepreneurship. Market culture exists in an organization operating on market mechanism principle. It is mainly characterized by transaction, cost and competitiveness and production goals. Success is evaluated from market share and market leadership. Hierarchical culture represents highly formalized and structured procedures. They serve as internal control by means of rules and specialized functions where efficiency and organization' goal achievement is prioritized. Clan culture is a family-like culture, with intimate, sharing, and emotional characteristics, with emphases on team-work, participation and consensus. Organizational leader is viewed as mentor or respected elder. Loyalty or tradition serve as a binding between members.

It is among few researches that examine the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance in the university context, especially in Indonesia. It is interesting, as most Indonesian universities are still in teaching type, while one indicator for performance is research. National obligations for lecturers that include teaching, research, and public service are not also yet contained in all universities' culture.

1.4. Knowledge management

Knowledge management is a pivotal issue in business, industrial and educational worlds. It refers to processes where organization creates, arrang-
es and shares knowledge, and serves as a main source of sustainable organizational competitive edge (Hatch & Dyer, 2004). According to Prabowo (2010), university commonly applies knowledge management in four main processes, that is: product and curriculum process, administration service process, student and alumni service process, and public service process.

According to Serban and Luan (2002), knowledge management is about way to make use of knowledge and ideas, which are systematically organized to the achievement of organizational efficiency, competitive edge, and innovation. The main point of knowledge management is the creation and making use of knowledge. It all depends on three things any organization should possess, that is technology, organizational structures, and other specific knowledge means (Adhikari, 2010).

According to Adhikari (2010), knowledge management is related to exploitation and development of knowledge asset to sustain the achievement of organization’s target. The essence is that knowledge is an asset which can bring values to organization if managed properly. Thus, knowledge management is a structured activity to develop organization’s capacity in procuring, creating, sharing and applying tacit and explicit knowledge in attempt to achieve sustainability and superiority.

It is interesting to find out the effect of knowledge management on organizational performance in Indonesian universities, as a research has confirmed that knowledge management in Indonesian universities is mostly still in limited performance (Absah, 2008), instead of that fact that its performance in some universities allows for smooth transition from knowledge institution to learning institution. Its right performance would provide universities a better leverage in fulfilling demands in globalization era.

1.5. Hypotheses development

1.5.1. Relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance

Some research supports the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance. It includes for example Moideen Kutty et al. (2011), Amin et al. (2014), Saeed et al. (2013), and others. It means that organization should pay attention to human resources management practices in order to obtain increased performance. Or human resources practices are one of ways to achieve increased performance. However, there is not yet consensus over this issue, as other research provides evidence of contrary results. For example, Björkman and Budhwar (2007) and Vivares-Vergara et al. (2016) showed that human resources management practices do not necessarily lead to organizational performance. Singh (2004) has mixed results. On the one hand, certain human resources management practices such as training and compensation system have positive and significant effects on organizational performance. On the other hand, other human resources management practices such as job definition and career planning system have negative and insignificant effects on organizational performance. Still other research emphasizes indirect effects of human resources management practices and organizational performance, for example, Lin and Kuo (2007), and Yazhou and Jian (2012).

These mixed results encourage the replication in the context of university organization. Thus, this research hypothesizes that:

H1: Human resources practices have a significant effect on organizational performance.

1.5.2. Relationship between culture and organizational performance

According to Tseng (2010), an organization could enjoy increased organizational performance by means of culture that paves the way for two-way interaction of ideas, knowledge, and experiences. In university context, organizational culture could heighten competitive edge that is strategic for increased organizational performance. It also provides the organization with identity uniqueness that is hard to duplicate, if not impossible, in other places. Organizational culture uplifts the principles of truth, objectivity, transparency, and independence. Thus, it can be argued that organizational culture might lead to organizational performance.
Naranjo-Valencia (2016) found that adhocracy culture has the highest positive effect on organizational performance, followed by clan culture. However, hierarchy and market cultures have significant and negative effects. Other research such as Yesil and Kaya (2013) proved insignificant result. In their research, Yesil and Kaya (2013) confirmed that organizational culture does not necessarily lead to organization’s financial performance.

These mixed results encourage the same exploration in the context of university. Thus, the research makes the following hypothesis:

\[ H2: \text{Organizational culture has a significant effect on organizational performance.} \]

### 1.5.3. Relationship between human resources management practices and knowledge management

Lin and Kuo (2007) found that human resources management practices have a direct and significant effect on knowledge management capability, while Yazhou and Jian (2012) confirmed the relationship between human resources management practices and knowledge management orientation. Fong et al. (2011) revealed that human resources management practices ranging from recruitment and selection to team-work, training and development, and performance evaluation all are related to knowledge sharing. Manafi and Subramaniam (2015) showed that all human resources management practices including training, staffing, appreciation and compensation have positive and significant effects on knowledge sharing. Jimenez-Jimenez and Sanz-Valle (2013) revealed that human resources development system-oriented knowledge application is positively related to four processes of knowledge management including knowledge acquisition, distribution, interpretation and organization memory.

The present research intends to replicate the relationship in university organization context. Thus, it puts forward the following hypothesis:

\[ H3: \text{Human resources management practices have a significant effect on knowledge management in university organizations.} \]

### 1.5.4. Relationship between organizational culture and knowledge management

Tseng (2010) supports the relationship between organizational culture and knowledge management. According to their research result, adhocracy culture allows a room for more conducive environment where employees can acquire knowledge and have more chances for being creative and innovative.

In the same vein, Al Saifi (2015) found that organizational culture is related to knowledge management. He applied three dimensions as composing organizational culture variable; those are artifacts, supports for organizational beliefs and values, and underlying assumptions. His research results support the evidence that organizational culture is one of ways an organization could take to achieve an increased organizational performance.

Based on above findings, the present research attempts to replicate it in the context of university organization. Thus, it makes the following hypothesis:

\[ H4: \text{Organizational culture has a significant effect on knowledge management.} \]

### 1.5.5. Relationship between knowledge management and organizational performance

Besides proving relationship between organizational culture and knowledge management, Al Saifi (2015) also proved the relationship between knowledge management and organizational performance. This research is quite similar to that of Tseng (2010), where they revealed that knowledge management and organizational performance are related.

In addition to the evidence of relationship between human resources management practices and knowledge management, Yazhou and Jian (2012) also show sound relationship between knowledge management and organizational performance. Other works such as Gholami et al. (2013), Pension et al. (2013), and Valmohammadi and Ahmadi (2015) further strengthen the relationship between knowledge management and organizational culture.
The above research confirms that knowledge management is one way, among others, that an organization could take to achieve an increased performance. Thus, the present research puts forward the next hypothesis as follows:

**H5:** Knowledge management has a significant effect on organizational performance.

### 1.5.6. Knowledge management as mediator in relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance

A few researches have explored the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance. Lin and Kuo (2007), for example, have developed a model involving variables of human resources management, organizational learning (OL), capability of knowledge management (CKM) and organizational performance. The results confirmed that knowledge management capability has a partial mediation in the relationship between human resources management and organizational performance, as both knowledge management capability and human resources management have direct effects on organizational performance.

With a model involving knowledge-oriented management, human resources management practices, and organizational performance, Yazhou and Jian (2012) confirmed the mediating role of knowledge management in the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance. With the same model, Fong et al. (2011) proved the mediating effect knowledge management plays in the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance.

Based on previous research above, the present research makes the following hypothesis:

**H6:** Knowledge management mediates the effect of human resources management practices on organizational performance.

### 1.5.7. Knowledge management as mediator in relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance

Al Saifi (2015) puts forward a model putting knowledge management as a mediator in the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance. As both organizational culture and knowledge management have significant direct effects on organizational performance, thus his model proves that knowledge management has a partially mediating effect on organizational performance.

Tseng (2010) support the findings by model that involves organizational culture, knowledge change, and organizational performance. With similar results to those of Al Saifi (2015), Tseng (2010) confirms only partial mediation knowledge change plays in the relationship with organizational performance.

Based on research results above, the present research intends to replicate in the context of uni-
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versity organization in Indonesia. Thus, it hypothe-
sizes that:

\[ H7: \text{Knowledge management mediates the effect of organizational culture on organizational performance.} \]

2. RESEARCH METHODS

The sample covers the administrators of field stud-
ies at private colleges in Malang under Private-
College Coordinator Region 7 East Java (Kopertis 7). The research unit analysis is the heads of field studies at private colleges in Malang under Kopertis 7 East Java.

The research setting is Malang, as the city is known as the home of higher education composed of great universities, institutes, academies, and polytechnics. They are commonly competitive, with complete infrastructures and qualified lectures. In 2016, it has 55 private universities with 325 study programs.

Some criteria for research samples decrease the number into 26 universities with 205 field studies. The criteria are made as follows:

1) the institutions concerned have operated for more than 3 years in Malang;

2) they have field studies with A and B accreditations;

3) they provide easy access to information, administration and management.

It makes the study’s respondents are 205. From 205 questionnaires distributed to respondents, only 163 are returned in intact and usable conditions, with accordingly 79.51% rate return.

The research applies saturation technique for questionnaire distribution, as it intends to cover all possible respondents (Sekaran, 2006). The reason behind this is that it enables for optimum generalization with small error. Generalization is important to prove the adequacy of research results.

For data analysis, it applies SmartPLS for its several advantages in relation to this nature of research. Unlike the more traditional maximum likelihood SEM techniques such as LISREL and AMOS (Byrne, 2013), SmartPLS requires relatively few observations. Since the current study sample size is relatively small (151), SmartPLS was found more appropriate and befitting the purpose of the current study.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Socio-demography of respondents

From compiled data, some characteristics of respondents can be evaluated for analysis purpose. In terms of age, majority of respondent are over 50 years (43.6%). People in these ages are wise and still productive, thus can be expected for increased performance. In terms of educational background, most respondents are in master degree (65%), followed by them doctoral degree (35%). It indicates that respondents are commonly knowledgeable of what to do to achieve increased performance.

In terms of tenureship, most of respondents have served only one period. It means that they have chance for next period of service. It is expected that they are more knowledgeable and more equipped with future planning if they are given the second chance. Detailed description of respondents is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Frequencies</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>≤ 30 years old</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31-40 years old</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>41-50 years old</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>≥ 50 years old</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENDER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Doctor</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TENURESHP</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>One period</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Two periods</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Three periods</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2. Validity and reliability

A PLS model requires two stages of analysis, which is adequacy of the measures and structural model. The former is assessed by evaluating the reliability of the individual measures and the discriminant validity of the constructs (Hulland, 1999). Item reliability is assessed by examining the loadings of the measures on their corresponding construct. Each item loadings hold approach or exceed 0.707 (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). Table 3 shows that all individual measures are reliable, since all item loadings exceed the value of 0.707.

As to composite reliability, Table 3 shows that all constructs are reliable, since the composite reliability values are over 0.7 and even over 0.8 (Nunnally, 1978). In fact, the lowest value of composite reliability is 0.835.

For discriminant validity, the average variance of manifest variables extracted by constructs (AVE) is at least 0.5. Table 2 shows that the lowest value of AVE is 0.656, that is over the minimum value of 0.5.

3.3. Hypotheses testing

The results of hypotheses testing reveal that there is a direct relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance. However, this effect does not occur on the relationship between organizational culture and OCB, and that between OCB and organizational performance. It can be seen from path coefficient values, t-statistic and probability values. Table 3 presents the summary.

The effect of human resource management practice on knowledge management is positive. Its path coefficient is 0.449 and t-statistic is 6.239 (p < 0.05) revealing the fact that human resource management has a significant effect on

Table 2. Model validity and reliability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Outer loading</th>
<th>Composite reliability</th>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRM practices (X1)</td>
<td>X1.1</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.2</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.3</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture (X2)</td>
<td>X2.1</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.2</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.3</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X2.4</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge management (Y1)</td>
<td>Y1.1</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.2</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.3</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y1.4</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational performance (Y2)</td>
<td>Y2.1</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.2</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.3</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.4</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.5</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.6</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y2.7</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The analytical results of direct effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Path coefficients</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRM practices → knowledge management</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>6.239</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture → knowledge management</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>6.343</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRM practices → organizational performance</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>5.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture→ organizational performance</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>1.139</td>
<td>0.255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge management → organizational performance</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>2.630</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge management. The improved human resources management leads to better knowledge management.

The effect of organizational culture on knowledge management is positive. Its path coefficient is 0.442 and t-statistic is 6.343 (p < 0.05), confirming that organizational culture has a significant effect on knowledge management. The more suitable organizational culture leads to better knowledge management.

The effect of human resources management practice on organizational performance is positive. Its path coefficient is 0.511 and t-statistic is 5.010 (p < 0.05), confirming that human resources management practice has a significant effect on organizational performance. Improved human resources management practice leads to organizational performance.

The effect of organizational culture on organizational performance is positive. Its path coefficient is 0.108 and t-statistic is 1.139 (p > 0.05), confirming that organizational culture has an insignificant effect on organizational performance. The more suitable organizational culture does not necessarily lead to organizational performance.

The effect of knowledge management on organizational performance is positive. Its path coefficient is 0.243 and t-statistic is 2.630 (p < 0.05), confirming that better knowledge management has a significant effect on improved organizational performance. The increased knowledge management will increase organizational performance.

### 3.4. The mediating test results

The size of indirect effect of human resources management practices on organizational performance is 0.109. It means that knowledge management is crucial in mediating the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance. Since both human resources management practices and knowledge management have a significant direct effect on organizational performance, thus, knowledge management serves as partial mediator between human resources management practices and organizational performance.

The size of indirect effect of organizational culture on organizational performance is 0.107. It means that knowledge management might mediate the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance. The insignificant effect of organizational culture on organizational performance makes knowledge management serves as a full mediator in the relationship of two variables.

Partial mediation served by knowledge management in the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance indicates that HRD practices are instrumental in achieving organizational performance. The right recruitment, motivation maintenance that covers salary, clear career prospect, merit-based promotion, appreciation and recognition to individual’s works, and organizational support, among others, would encourage all individuals to contribute their best to their works that might lead to heightened organizational performance. The atmosphere of university as a place of knowledge growth, dispersal, transmission, and exchange should be maintained if organizational performance is to achieve. It also indicates that people in universities continuously commit themselves to their works even though knowledge management is still applied in a limited manner.

Full mediation served by knowledge management in the relationship between organizational culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Path coefficients</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t-stat</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRM practices → knowledge management</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture → knowledge management</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRM practices → organizational performance</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>2.555</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational culture → organizational performance</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>2.172</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge management → organizational performance</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and organizational culture does not prevent people from giving best contribution to the works. They continuously adapt themselves to make the organization stay in a good performance. It implies that transition from learning organization to knowledge and research organization still runs even in a slow manner. If it is the case, knowledge management is required to buffer the effort to achieve heightened performance.

4. DISCUSSION

University is one of knowledge-based organizations that rely on human capital for their growth. Human resources and their management is the key for their competitiveness. Thus, the role human resources play in achieving organizational performance is highly vital. Even huge capital-based corporations owe their fame from individual’s intellectual capital. We can name a few, among others, such as Apple with Steve Jobs figure, or Facebook with Mark Zuckerberg, or others with human resources capital as a whole.

Knowledge sharing is one of human resources management practices’ outcomes. It tightens relationships, widens network, and accumulate knowledge. Other outcomes include innovativeness, increased productivity rate, knowledge acquisition, citizenship behavior, and the like. It derives from human capital. Its proper management will buffer excellent performance of knowledge management. Recruitment, human resources training and development play significant part in ensuring optimal knowledge management that covers the contribution, creation, sharing, and distribution of knowledge. The importance of human resource management practice is evident not only from its effect on knowledge management, but also from its direct effect on organizational performance. Put in another words, it can still significantly contribute to organizational performance, even if the support from knowledge management is overlooked. However, because of its effect on knowledge management, it also can affect organizational performance through knowledge management. Thus, to ensure the achievement of organizational performance, organization should start all operations from human resources management. It explains the partial role knowledge management plays in the relationship between human resources management practices and organizational performance. Universities should give great attention to human resources management practices to achieve exceptional organizational performance.

In the meantime, knowledge management serves as a full mediator in the relationship between organizational culture and organizational performance. It means that organizational culture does not necessarily lead to organizational performance. The insignificance effect of organizational culture on organizational performance is partly due to age. According to data, most of department administrators’ age is over 50 (43.6%). It indicates that people over 50 tend to be tardy, submissive to any difficult challenges, and avoid making breakthrough that make most of them unable to capitalize on organizational culture. Such hindrances as the time-consuming nature of post-graduate study and high cost are other factors that prevent organizational culture from affecting the organizational performance. This explains that majority of university administrators are only master graduated, and that market culture is not optimally developed. Without overlooking other cultural type’s contributions to organizational performance, market culture particularly pertains to competitiveness and goal achievement. In another words, when it comes to organizational performance, market culture must sufficiently develop. Indonesian university commonly grows in family-like culture full with regulations. Some changes in culture, though difficult, might enable for direct effect on organizational performance.

Based on the present results, culture should enable for knowledge development for it to have an effect on organizational performance. Thus, knowledge management is one route that organizational culture should take to achieve increased organizational performance.

5. FUTURE RESEARCH

Qualitative research to explore the nature of and reasons behind the insignificant effect of organizational culture on organizational performance in private University of Malang is important to
enrich knowledge of the relationship. The same is true for quantitative research that explores each organizational culture dimension effect on organizational performance to find out respective degree of effect.

Moderating variables are also worth exploring, as each university has its own characteristics such as recruitment style, career paths, leadership styles and others. Respondents could involve both head of department and secretary of department.

CONCLUSION

The above results provide a base for us to draw some inferences. For one, human resources management practices have a significant effect on organizational performance. It means that increased organizational performance requires a reliable management on all levels and capability for optimum human resources management practices. Another is that human resources management practices have a significant effect on knowledge management. It means that quality human resources practices would increase knowledge management. Put all together, it brings us to result that knowledge management mediates the effect of human resources practices on organizational performance. For organizational performance to improve, there should be a sound knowledge management supported by well managed human resources management practices. Since human resources management practices have a direct significant effect on organizational performance, knowledge management serves as a partial mediation between the two.

Organizational culture has insignificant effect on organizational performance. It means that well developed organizational culture does not necessarily lead to improved organizational performance. However, organizational culture has a significant effect on knowledge management. It means that well developed organizational culture greatly supports knowledge management. Put all together, it leads us to result that knowledge management mediates the effect of organizational culture on organizational performance. For organizational performance to change, lecturers should have sound knowledge management supported by organizational culture. Since organizational culture does not have a significant effect on organizational performance, knowledge management serves as a full mediation between the two.

Knowledge management itself has a significant effect on organizational performance. It means that the increase of knowledge management would boost organizational performance.
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